HYPERMILING iQ BREAKS 500 MILES ON ONE TANK OF FUEL
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There is no questioning Toyota iQ
(http://www.toyota.co.uk/cgi-bin/toyota/bv/frame_start.jsp?id=iQ_exp)’s status as one of the most
fuel-efficient cars on the market, but a new hypermiling
(http://www.toyota.co.uk/cgi-bin/toyota/bv/iq-blog.jsp?tag=hypermiling) challenge has seen the tiny
Toyota perform way beyond its official mpg figures
(http://www.toyota.co.uk/cgi-bin/toyota/bv/generic_editorial.jsp?navRoot=toyota_1024_root&fullwidth=TRUE&edname=TOD_iQ

Piloted by two of the team from the iQ blog (http://www.toyota.co.uk/cgi-bin/toyota/bv/iq-blog.jsp), a
standard iQ2 with a 1.0-litre VVT-i petrol engine
(http://www.toyota.co.uk/cgi-bin/toyota/bv/generic_editorial.jsp?navRoot=toyota_1024_root&nodiv=TRUE&fullwidth=TRUE&for
broke through 500 miles on a single tank of fuel. What makes the achievement all the more remarkable is
that this was no finely tuned marathon attempt, but a gruelling drive through some of the most congested
town centres in the south and midlands of England and Wales.
Setting out from Brighton on 25 January, the team tagged 18 cities in two days on a route that took them
as far west as Cardiff and as far north as Wolverhampton. With atrocious weather conditions and rush hour
traffic to contend with, there was pessimism about reaching the target, given that the theoretical range
from a full 32-litre tank in an iQ
(http://www.toyota.co.uk/cgi-bin/toyota/bv/frame_start.jsp?id=MSR_IQ_NEW) is 462 miles. But in spite of
wind, rain, congestion and the need to run the heater, headlights and wipers – all a drain on fuel
consumption – the car managed 504.2 miles before ending its journey in central Oxford. That works out
at 71.6mpg, compared to an official combined cycle figure of 65.7mpg.
You can read more about the hypermiling challenge at the iQ blog at
www.toyota.co.uk/iqblog (http://www.toyota.co.uk/cgi-bin/toyota/bv/iq-blog.jsp).
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This and further Toyota (http://www.toyota.co.uk/) information and pictures can be downloaded from the
Toyota media website on:
http://www.toyotagb-press.co.uk or through www.newspress.co.uk
For further information contact one of the following:
Richard Seymour on 01737 367272 or by e-mail at richard.seymour@tgb.toyota.co.uk
Michael Valvo on 01737 367264 or by e-mail at michael.valvo@tgb.toyota.co.uk
Erica Haddon on 01737 367308 or by e-mail at erica.haddon@tgb.toyota.co.uk
David Crouch on 01737 367307 or by e-mail at david.crouch@tgb.toyota.co.uk
Scott Brownlee on 01737 367266 or by e-mail at scott.brownlee@tgb.toyota.co.uk
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